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ABSTRACT:
In this study we developed a 3D Virtual Reality application to render real-time photo-realistic outdoor scenes by using present-day mid-class PCs. High quality textures are used for photo-realism. Crowds in the virtual environment are successfully animated. Ability of handling thousands of simultaneously moving objects is an interesting feature since that amount of dynamic objects is not common in similar applications. Realistic rendering of the Sun and the Moon, visualization of time of day and atmospheric effects are other features of the study. Text to speech is used to inform user while experiencing the visual sensation of moving in the virtual scene. Integration with GIS helped rapid and realistic creation of virtual environments. The overall rendering performance is deemed satisfactory when we consider the achieved interactive frame rates.

1. INTRODUCTION

Virtual Environments (VE) where we can pay a visit are no longer far away from us. Developments in rendering capabilities of graphics hardware and decrease in the prices can easily turn an average PC that we use in our daily life into a cyberspace. PC-based VR applications are used in many fields such as computer games, simulators, entertainment, education, medical applications or real-estate presentations. Higher realism level of the rendered scenes effects the users positively. Rough terrain models, thousands of trees, moving human beings, animals, vehicles, and buildings are some of the common elements of typical outdoor scenes. The scene needs to be refreshed as the user moves or any element of the virtual world changes position. These renderings must be performed timely so that the user is not annoyed. In a previous paper we addressed scene generation for low altitude flights (Yılmaz et al., 2004). Here we developed a cost-effective real-time VR application that is capable of rendering realistic crowded outdoor scenes from the eyes of first-person. Competition in the video game industry lead to development of algorithms that can be used to render faster and better VEs. Most of the algorithms or rendering techniques that we used in this study originated from entertainment industry.

1.2 Type of Virtual Reality Systems

We can categorize VR systems into two main groups: non-immersive and immersive. Non-immersive systems let the user observe virtual world through conventional display devices. Such systems are also called as desktop virtual reality. Immersive systems totally replace real world scenes with virtual ones. Head Mounted Display (HMD) is a typical immersive system tool. In this study we tested desktop virtual reality system but our study is ready to be use with immersive system tools.

1.3 Real-Time Image Generation

One of the primary requirements of VR application is the ability to update images at high speed. Ideally, this should be no slower than conventional video frame refresh rates, which are 25 Hz for PAL and 30 Hz for NTSC. Human eye is able to integrate a rapid succession of discrete images into a visual continuum that takes effect at the Critical Fusion Frequency (CFF), which can be as low as 20 Hz. Image size and brightness are two important factors that determine CFF (Vince, 1995). Commercial Image Generators used for flight simulators provide 60 Hz for daylight and 30 Hz for night scenes. In our application considering the capabilities of our target configuration and the complexity of the scenes we accepted 25 Hz and upper frame rates as real-time. Frame rates over 10 are considered as interactive. Frame rate is also strongly related with the type of VR system. While lower frame rates annoy the user in a non-immersive system it may cause motion sickness in an immersive system.

1.4 Object Database

Real-time VR applications mostly provide an object database that contains 3D models, 2D textures etc. to help creation of life-like scenes. This database mostly covers different versions of the same model at different level of details (LOD). Low
polygon models with high quality textures should be preferred. Another idea behind the use of preprocessed models is to save considerable amount of rebuilding time. In this study we used such models from Geometric and Dark Basic companies. Our library contains nearly 1000 objects consist of vehicles, buildings, people, animals, trees, bushes, fences etc.

1.5 Rendering Performance Issues

It is a known fact that developments in the graphics hardware dramatically reduced the time needed to render VEs. But parallel to this development the demand for more realism increases the complexity of the VEs. The most well known techniques for handling this complexity are:

- LOD Management,
- Visibility Culling,
- Object Organization.

In LOD management, main idea is to render same object with different number of polygons considering the distance with the virtual position of the observer. Throughout this paper the virtual location where the user observes VE is called as Virtual eye (V-eye). Objects that are far from V-eye rendered in a low-polygon form. The problem of removing redundant data that are not to be displayed is named as visibility culling. Back face culling, frustum culling and occlusion culling achieve typical reduction. Back face culling is simply described as not drawing the inner faces of the closed shape objects since they are invisible to the V-eye. The viewing volume of perspective projection is called as frustum. In frustum culling objects that are outside of the viewing volume are not sent to the graphics pipeline. This method is useful when polygonal cost of the object is high. As the name implies occlusion culling is discarding the objects that are occluded such as objects behind a wall. Depth buffer mechanism of 3D graphics libraries prevents drawing occluded objects. The problem in here is to do this job prior to rendering phase and minimize the workload of graphics hardware. Object organization defines the hierarchical organization of objects according to binary, quad or octal trees or according to some other criteria such as objects in the room.

2. IMPLEMENTATION

We developed an application that can render dynamic crowded outdoor scenes in real-time. The excessive number of objects in the virtual environment is probably the most significant capability of our system. Common features of this software and the methodology that we used are explained in this part.

2.1 Terrain Modeling

Terrain modeling is one of the most popular research topics of 3D computer graphics. This issue can be divided into two sub problems: generating geometric terrain model and painting or texturing terrain surface.

2.1.1 Geometric Terrain Models: Various types of Digital Elevation Models (DEM) are used to construct geo-specific terrain models whereas pre-rendered grey-scale bitmap images or 2D array of height values that are known as heightmap are used to construct generic models. Our implementation supports popular DEM formats. The outdoor scenes sometimes contain more than a million polygons. An average hardware accelerated graphics card cannot display that many polygons in real-time. A 7.5 minute DEM that covers 1:25K scale map contains 203401 height points which corresponds to 405000 triangles. When we consider the frame rates that should be met it is clear that it is necessary to reduce the number of polygons that are going to be rendered. Many research papers have dealt with different LOD algorithms and aggressive frustum culling. Famous methods for terrain rendering are the LOD algorithm (Lindstrom et al., 1996) and Real-time Optimally Adapting Meshes (ROAM) method (Duchaineau et al., 1997). These methods and derivatives eliminate some of the triangles by combining them with other triangles. In this study we implemented these basic algorithms to improve performance.

We also designed a terrain editor in which user can generate generic terrain models by using the tools provided. User can define the width and length of the terrain model and the interval of height points. At this point we let user to create a random base map if he wants. The random functions used by compilers are not appropriate to produce generic terrain models due to discontinuities of the functions they produce. It is possible that very high and very low two points might be side by side. A random function should change smoothly in order to be used in terrain model generation. Ken Perlin proposed a method known as Perlin noise, which became very popular in many fields including motion picture industry (Perlin, 1984). This method has been widely used in computer graphics. To create Perlin noise one first generates a random sequence with maximum allowable dynamic amplitude range. This sequence is smoothed using interpolation techniques. As a next step another random sequence with twice the frequency and half the dynamic range is created and interpolated. This procedure is repeated until the desired spatial resolution is obtained. Finally all intermediate random sequences are combined by addition. As it can be easily seen in Figure 1, sum of noises looks like a silhouette of a mountainous area. We used 2D Perlin noise functions to generate generic terrain model.

Figure 1. Illustration of Perlin Noise

The user can modify this model with mouse or use it directly. In the Terrain Editor module, Gaussian equation is used to edit the terrain model. The point that the user clicks with the mouse is considered as the centre point. The region around this point can be raised or lowered to create hills or pits. It is possible to change the parameters of the Gaussian function in order to generate different shapes. Repetitive operations enable the user to create the terrain that he wants. The user can also use a flat terrain model as a starting template. There are two additional functions that can be used for fine-tuning. First one is convolution function that smoothes the model and the second one is addition of random noise that makes the model rough. All of the operations can be performed either on a 2D heightmap image or in a 3D model. Terrain Editor tool is also
very useful to construct real terrain models if the height data is not available. The user can edit the terrain by using paper maps.

2.1.2 Terrain Surface: Aerial or space-borne images are the main tools that are used to texture map terrain surface in many VEs. This approach works when user looks at terrain from higher altitudes. Typical resolutions of these images are not sufficient when user walks through. As explained before human eye resolution is 1 arc minute in normal day light conditions. We can use this as rule of thumb to find the average resolution that the V-eye sees when walking through the scene. This value corresponds to 1.5 mm at 5 meters and 2 cm at 70 meters. This calculation is dependent on contrast, shape of object, visibility conditions, lighting, concentration, speed etc. To achieve desired image resolution, game industry uses pre-rendered high quality artificial textures that reflect the surface property such as grass, arid, rocky, cement etc. We also used such textures prepared by artists.

2.2 Crowd Animation

Crowds are part of real life. It is possible to render very realistic virtual 3D model of a wonder such as Hagia Sophia by using augmented reality techniques but it may not be enough to feel the viewers in the VE as they are in the real world unless the environment includes walking people, pigeons, vehicles etc. Historical battlefield scenes are typical examples where it is necessary to render thousands of animated characters. Our software managed to handle this issue. Thousands of marching soldiers over rough terrain are rendered successfully in real time. We conducted rendering performance test in virtual battlefield.

2.2.1 Real-Time Animation: Animation of rigid body objects such as vehicles are relatively easier when compared to animation of bipeds or quadrupeds. For example human movement is a very complex task. Many researchers deal with the inclusion of animated human actors in virtual environments. The synthesis of human motion is one of the most challenging areas in computer graphics since human being possesses more than 200 degrees of freedom (Chung, 2000). Computer game industry, which is the leading power in the development of real-time rendering techniques, simplifies this complicated issue. Below are some popular techniques that are used for real-time character animation (Anderson, 2001).

- 3D hierarchic articulated object animation.
- Key-frame animation.
- Skeletal animation.
- Real-time inverse kinematics.

3D hierarchic articulated object animation uses local and general transformation matrices to perform animation of each body part separately and character as a whole. This method consumes less memory and computation cost is low but the quality of visual output is very poor due to gaps between separate body parts. In key-frame animation a character model is taken and using 3D modeling tools animates a loop of action such as walk. This animation contains different but limited number of 3D character poses while moving. These poses are known as key frames. In order to smooth this animation new frames are interpolated which are called in-betweens. Realistic animations can be done with this technique. The advantage is low computational cost. Main disadvantages are the size of required memory space and limitation of using only predefined actions. Skeletal animation technique is used to make more realistic animation of articulated characters in virtual environments. Many popular 3D games use skeletal animation. Inverse kinematics can be considered as an alternative animation method. When initial and final positions of objects at specified times are given motion parameters are computed by the system (Hearn & Baker 1997). This method requires more computation than preceding methods.

In this study considering memory, computation costs, visual quality and other requirements of real-time rendering we decided to use key-framed animations prepared in 3D Studio Max format. Since we deal with real-time rendering of high number of virtual characters, we had to minimize polygons to be rendered. LOD management and visibility culling are the main methods used in this study for crowd animation.

Three different sets of virtual characters with high, medium and low polygon counts are used in this study. Distance is the criterion to choose the appropriate LOD. The user can perceive distinct transition between two models at different levels of detail. This disadvantage can be eliminated by using progressive meshes that are redefined at run-time to provide smooth transition (Sullivan et al., 2002). Progressive meshes are not implemented in this study and considered as a future work.

We applied standard back-face culling. We also implemented frustum culling. To minimize number of comparisons we organized virtual characters into groups. Inspired by roman army structure we called these groups as legions. Each legion has its own bounding sphere that is used for frustum culling. We also used special indices to keep track of terrain blocks which legion and every single virtual character is part of. Since we control visibility of terrain blocks according to quad-tree structure prior to every visibility and LOD management, this mechanism decreases frustum-culling check significantly. If a legion passes frustum-culling test we then check every virtual character’s bounding sphere. The distance
between the observer and the midpoint of the legion, which can be obtained easily during frustum-culling test, is used by LOD management mechanism to prevent duplication. Occlusion culling could also be useful. Some topographic features like high hills or deep valleys may block objects behind or inside them. We have not implemented this control yet. It is also another future work for this study.

### 2.2.2 Moving Over Terrain:
Rendering of bipeds or quadrupeds that are moving on non-flat surfaces is a challenging issue. On rough terrain segments where slope is high, feet of virtual characters may seem to sink or rise unless exact actions of the alive are modeled. This problem is inevitable when key-framed animations prepared for flat surfaces are used as in our case. Shifting few centimeters above from ground level considering the degree of slope may decrease the effect of this problem since V-eye cannot easily perceive little rise from ground. Sink/rise problem is tolerable when the degree of slope is small even if no precautions are taken.

In order to model actions such as walking, it is necessary to calculate the actual three-dimensional position of each foot. The exact height of a point on terrain model can be calculated by using plane geometry. Choosing triangles as a primitive to construct terrain model simplifies the calculation of height of the point on terrain. Below is the method that can be used to get height of a point on terrain model when horizontal coordinate pair is provided.

- Find the triangle on which the point lies.
- Get vertex coordinates of the triangle.
- Calculate the normal vector of the triangle by using the Equation 1.
- Calculate the plane-shift constant value of the triangle by using the Equation 2.
- Calculate the height value by using the Equation 3.

\[
N = (V_2 - V_1)X(V_3 - V_1)
\]

\[
D = N_x V_{ix} + N_y V_{iy} + N_z V_{iz}
\]

\[
P_y = (N_x P_x + N_z P_z - D) / N_y
\]

where \(N\) = normal vector of the plane
\(V_1, V_2, V_3\) = vertices of the triangle in vector form
\(D\) = plane-shift constant
\(P_x, P_y, P_z\) = 3D coordinates of the point

In order to decrease the computational cost we calculated the normal vectors and plane-shift constants of every triangle of the terrain model and kept these pre-calculated values in memory.

During an animation it is also necessary to calculate the new position of the virtual character in every frame. We used

\[
SD = \frac{1000}{3600} \frac{AS}{FR} \cos \alpha
\]

\[
P_x^n = P_x^o + SD \cos \beta
\]

\[
P_z^n = P_z^o + SD \sin \beta
\]

where \(\alpha\) = slope angle
\(SD\) = step distance
\(AS\) = average speed in km/hour
\(FR\) = frame rate in 1 second
\(\beta\) = heading angle
\(P_x^o, P_z^o\) = new and old position.

#### 2.2.3 Behavior Simulation:
Simulation of crowd behaviors is a popular research area since more and more crowded scenes are being included in real-time animation applications. Autonomous agents in VE increase the level of realism. When we examine the conceptual and technical requirements of multi-agent systems we can see that we are facing a task that is not straightforward. First of all variety of individual agents’ visualizations and behaviors such as variety of individual trajectories for the group traveling along the same path, variety of the animations for agents having same behavior or different reactions of individuals facing the same situations is needed. This prevents monotony of the scenes that include same individuals with the same behaviors. Multi agent models require more computational sources, which linearly (agent-environment interaction) or quadratically (agent-agent interaction) increase with the number of simulated agents (Ulincy & Thallman, 2001). In our study we did not focus on the AI of virtual crowds since our primary aim is achieving high frame rates at crowded scenes. Collision has avoided by assigning same average speed since our primary aim is achieving high frame rates at crowded scenes. Virtual characters are arranged to have the same motion type: walk, idle, wait etc. The user can also externally guide the total crowd or sub groups by changing motion type, direction and average speed. Our implementation is crowd animation rather than crowd simulation.

#### 2.2.4 Sample Scene:
We generated a VE to measure the rendering performance of the study. In this VE 10,000 animated soldiers walk in groups of 100 legions over non-flat terrain model which consists of 524288 triangles. Each soldier model is made up of 700-1000 triangles. Test PC configurations and rendering results are given in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. Number of soldiers in the viewing frustum is rounded.

![Figure 4. Sink/rise problem](image-url)
Table 1. Configuration of Test PCs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>Memory</th>
<th>Graphics Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test PC#1</td>
<td>Intel Pentium 4, 1.8 Mhz</td>
<td>256 mb</td>
<td>NVidia GeForce2 go 400, 32 mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test PC#2</td>
<td>Intel Pentium 4, 2.4 Mhz</td>
<td>512 mb</td>
<td>NVidia GeForce4 go, 460 64 mb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test PC#3</td>
<td>Intel Pentium 4, 3.2 Mhz</td>
<td>2 gb</td>
<td>NVidia GeForceFX 5900, 128 mb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Rendering performance results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test PC</th>
<th># of Soldiers in Viewing Frustum</th>
<th>Frame Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test PC#1</td>
<td>3000</td>
<td>4 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test PC#1</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>20 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test PC#1</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>30 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test PC#1</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>10 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test PC#2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>30 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test PC#2</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>15 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test PC#2</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>6 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test PC#3</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>20 fps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Sound

Let us imagine a scenario that happens in immersive VR system: The user walks in the geo-specific VE. When he wants to learn the name of the hill he faces, one way is to display text that shows the name. Although the user is informed, the displayed text destroys realism, as in the real world we do not see geographic names on the hills. This solution is not different than using traditional 2D GIS or paper map. Another solution, which we prefer, is text to speech mechanism. By using GIS import tool we get the coordinates of geographic locations in Gazetteer and defined a buffer around them. For example when the user touches a hill with data glove he hears the name of the hill. We simulated this scenario on desktop VR with mouse and evaluated it useful. Regarding the use of sound in VE we used library of wav files that contains sound effects such as wind, marching group, rain, various engine sounds etc. Although these simple sounds contributed the realism of the environment more realistic use of sound is essential. Real world effects such as Doppler effect may better impress the user.

2.4 Conceptual Elements

2.4.1 Sky and Clouds: Atmospheric rendering is an important step to generate impressive virtual environments. There are a lot of methods for sky and atmosphere rendering, ranging from the use of single color to very realistic models. The sky color is time and location dependent. It is a known fact that the sky color around the horizon is not same with the sky color around zenith at the same time. It is also known that the sky color around horizon becomes red at sunrise and sunset. The altitude of the sun, the viewing direction, the height of the observer, conditions of the atmosphere, and the reflected light from the ground are the parameters that affect the color of the sky (Nishita et al., 1996). It is a very complex task to try to render sky according to criteria listed above. In order to simplify this complicated task we built pre-rendered skybox library. Skybox is a cube in which inner faces are texture mapped with five or six pre-rendered images. When this cube is folded, inner faces create a seamless scene. Aesthetic skyboxes need artist work. The easy way to create them is to use special landscape rendering packages. It is also possible to obtain skybox image sets on Internet. Our skybox library contains many consequent scenes that complete a day loop.

Figure 6. Skybox

2.4.2 The Sun and the Moon: VR applications that render real world conditions use the Sun and the Moon as light sources and complementary objects of the VE. In both usages, it is important to place them into their correct positions in the three-dimensional scene. To calculate the positions of the Sun and the Moon at a given time and location, some methods use astronomic almanacs and complex equations, which give precise results and some others use simple formulas to get rough results. Jean Meeus, a Belgian astronomer published a book *Astronomical Algorithms* for computer calculations, which became popular among amateur astronomers and computer programmers (Meeus, 1991). Geocentric positions are accurate to within a few arc-seconds, which is many times higher than typical desktop display resolution precision. In order to correctly visualize the Sun and the Moon it is necessary to calculate angular sizes and locate them on the outer border of the limited VE.

\[
\Theta = 2\arctan\left(\frac{r}{d}\right)
\]

where
\[
\begin{align*}
\Theta & = \text{angular size of celestial body} \\
\text{r} & = \text{radius} \\
\text{d} & = \text{distance to the Earth}
\end{align*}
\]

Rendering of the Moon is quite different since it necessary to determine the visible portion and the bright limb angle, which corresponds to inclination with respect to rotation axis.
2.5 Editing Features

By using our software realistic geo-specific or generic VE can be generated easily. The user can populate the scene with thousands of trees, moving people, animals, buildings, bridges, vehicles etc. With few mouse clicks walls, fences or roads can be created. The user can browse any object from object library and place them in 3D environment. It is also possible to select any object/s in 3D environment and modify it.

Figure 7. Virtual Environment Editor

3. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Our study can be evaluated from two different viewpoints: VE editor and the rendering performance.

Rendering performance can be evaluated as satisfactory when we consider the frame rates achieved at scenes where thousands of static and dynamic entities included. When we consider the VR scene editor functionality easy interaction with 3D environment and objects may be the reason behind the rapid scene development capability. Ability to construct groups from single objects such as forest from a tree or crowd from a human helps to populate scenes in a short time. This feature additionally decreases frustum-culling computations. Rich content of the object library, skybox library or terrain surface texture library also meets most of the requirements for realistic scene generation. Data import ability from existing GIS systems is also another feature that contributes the editor functionality.

Crowd simulation rather than animation is important future work. Autonomous agents that act like a real human should replace the virtual characters in our implementation. Common algorithms such as boids (Reynolds, 1987) that represent animal flock behaviors could also be used to model flocks in this study. Occlusion culling which is believed to contribute achieving better frame rates is another future work. Audio is complementary element of any VE. Although we implemented sound, it should be renewed to meet needs of VEs. 3D sound feature that works according to position of V-eye is considered to improve realism and the feeling of immersion.
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